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Chapter 811 

Hearing this, Selena smiled, stood up, and stretched out her hand directly 

towards Shen Mian, her eyes were clear and bright, “Director Shen, you bet on 

your ten-year career as a director. I earned it. And, to be honest, I’ve been 

waiting for this script for a long time. So, don’t think about it, Director Shen, 

happy cooperation.” 

Shen Mian’s expression was startled, and then she stretched out her hand 

emotionally, and held it with the girl, “Happy cooperation!” 

It is precisely because this is a dream that has never been extinguished deep in 

his heart that he attaches so much importance to this drama and does not 

allow it to have the slightest flaw. 

His ambition made him want an actress like Hilary Swank in “Boys Don’t Cry” 

who won the Oscar that year, who can really play to the point of being 

indistinguishable. 

However, those little flowers and Internet celebrities who have accumulated 

traffic on the Internet, let them dress up as men? That shot is simply a thunder 

drama! 

He would rather have this script rot in a drawer than touch it. 

However, just when he had completely compromised with the reality, and 

spent a lot of money from investors every day to shoot those commercial 

blockbusters that made him feel uneasy, he happened to see Selena and his 

unquenchable unwillingness … 



Shen Mian pondered for a moment, and then said seriously, “Maybe I should 

treat Louis to dinner. If he hadn’t done this and was so difficult to serve, I 

wouldn’t have met you.” 

“Uh, this… I really can’t refute it…” Selena laughed, “Looks like I have to treat 

myself too!” 

“Do you usually dress like this?” Shen Mian asked, and at the same time took a 

look at Selena, her facial features were obviously so delicate, but neither her 

demeanor nor her appearance was a bit feminine. 

“It’s not too often, I only wear it when I need it.” 

When I was abroad, I used to wear men’s clothing a lot. After returning to 

China, I wore very little, but after all, I’m used to it, and I still feel it. 

“You are so natural, it even made me feel that you are always like this, even 

your acting skills are useless.” Shen Mian looked at her probingly, “Originally, I 

planned to let the heroine prepare at least one month in advance, within this 

month, You wear all men’s clothing in your life, so you can fully enter the role, 

it seems that you don’t need it anymore. I observed it, and your speed of 

entering the play is not bad.” 

Selena actually wanted to say that she is really useless in acting, after wearing 

men’s clothing, it will naturally be like this… 

However, in this drama, she will have to play two roles, not only the heroine, 

but also the heroine’s twin brother. Therefore, the pressure is still quite high, 

and she really needs to prepare and study the characters. 

“The film I’m working on will be finished in a few days. After it’s over, I’ll start 

to prepare for casting. You can take advantage of this time to prepare. If you 

don’t understand or need help, come to me at any time. .Keep your phone 

unblocked, and I will contact you to join the team when everything is ready.” 



“Okay, I see, thank you Director Shen!” 

“The last thing, in order to avoid interference, this time I plan to shoot the 

whole process in secret, without any publicity. Do you have any questions 

about this?” 

“no problem!” 

… 

After Shen Mian left, Selena couldn’t wait to tell Ling Zhizhi the news. Ling 

Zhizhi was very happy for her, and expressed her full support and went to 

discuss the details of the cooperation with her as soon as possible. 

Selena’s new play has finally been officially confirmed. 

Chapter 812 

Royal Hotel, box. 

With the crowds of blockbusters and masters this year, a historical drama like 

“The World” ended successfully with the third best result at the box office this 

year. The crew gathered everyone together and held a celebration banquet. 

In addition to the director, producer, screenwriter, camera crew and other 

crew members, Susie, Zhao Sizhou, Louis, Feng Yibo and several other main 

actors were all present, as well as the managers of the main protagonists. 

Person number ten is extremely lively. 

Selena arrived at the private room, greeted everyone one by one, and was 

immediately rushed to the corner by Louis… 

“Be honest! What did that guy Shen Mian call you over for?” Louis stared at 

her seriously as if he was interrogating a prisoner. 



Selena rolled his eyes at him, “Why are you so nervous? Can he sneak up on 

me?” 

“Hehe, who dares to cheat on you? If he cheated on you, I should be able to 

see the gossip headlines of the famous director Shen Mian’s death at home by 

now!” 

Selena had black lines all over her head, “Am I so scary?” 

“Don’t talk about it with me. I’m serious. What did Shen Mian ask you for?” 

Based on his understanding of Shen Mian’s character, he naturally knew that 

he would not do such a thing. Director, however, the sleeping state in the 

afternoon was indeed too strange. 

“Oh, by the way, speaking of this, I have to thank you, my new play has been 

finalized!” Selena said, pouring Louis a glass of wine. 

“Sleeping?” Louis frowned slightly. 

“right!” 

“Which script?” 

“”Dream Seeker”” 

“Dmn it! Selena, you can! That guy actually gave you the script at the bottom 

of the box?” Louis was obviously a little surprised, “I had read that script back 

then, and I really wanted to take it, but he said he couldn’t find it. I have been 

reluctant to shoot a suitable heroine, and I have been looking for it for more 

than three years…” 

Louis recalled the plot in the script, and immediately understood why Shen 

Mian fell in love with Selena. 

What kind of sh1t luck is this girl! 



This show is almost tailor-made for her! 

“Who is the hero?” Louis asked immediately. 

Selena glanced at him as if she could see through his mind, “Don’t think about 

it, Director Shen said to recruit all newcomers, you can’t do it!” 

Louis clicked his tongue, “It seems…Shen Mian is really planning to praise you! 

After all, this is a female lead drama, if the male lead chooses me, my aura will 

easily overwhelm the female lead, so he will start a newcomer Let’s do it!” 

Selena listened, and thought it made sense, “Besides, he probably wants to 

return to the basics, follow his heart, get rid of all impurities, and start from 

scratch! Wasn’t his famous work back then all about recruiting newcomers?” 

“Can the current movie market be compared to ten years ago? Back then, it 

was an era when ghosts and talents came out in large numbers. How many 

classics were produced? Look at it now, how many are left? In short, the risk is 

very high…” Louis pondered. 

Selena raised her eyebrows, “I like challenging things!” 

Louis had guessed that she would say that, patted her on the shoulder and 

said, “Although the risk is indeed high, it might be possible to achieve a 

miracle? Anyway, I wish you good luck!” 

“Thank you! Thank you for your kind words!” Selena raised her glass and 

touched him. 

Everyone was chatting and drinking, the door of the box opened, and the 

producer Wang Taihe walked in. 

After exchanging pleasantries, the director Guo Qisheng hurried over, pulled 

him aside, and asked, “How is it? Have you invited Mr. Lu?” 
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Wang Taihe replied, “I just made a phone call to confirm, and the second 

young master said that he will come over later. As for Mr. Lu…it is unlikely that 

he will come!” 

Although Guo Qisheng felt a little regretful, he still nodded and said, “It’s great 

to invite the second young master! How could he come to such a small 

celebration party like ours when he’s so busy?” 

Fifty million investment is a big deal for them, but to Daniel, it’s just a drop in 

the bucket, and he might have already forgotten about it… 

“Who are Director Guo and Producer Wang talking about?” Someone asked 

curiously in the corner of the box. 

“Who else is there, the investor of our show!” 

“Ning International?” 

“What about Ning’s International? You must have been drinking too much. 

Because of Susie’s incident, Ning’s International and Empire withdrew their 

capital midway. Later, Saul from Shengshi Entertainment dropped 50 million, 

and then Lu’s Group It cost 50 million yuan! Only then did we continue filming 

this drama!” 

“Oh yes, look at my brain! Now that “The World” is so popular, investors have 

earned several times the money they invested. Ning’s International and Empire 

must be so regretful, right?” 

“Isn’t that right? At the beginning, I used divestment to put pressure on and 

threaten the crew, but it turned out to be a good thing now, and the bamboo 

basket fetched water in vain…” 

… 



Listening to the discussions around her, in the shadows, Susie’s face was 

obviously a little ugly. 

If it wasn’t for Selena, all the huge profits brought by this drama should have 

belonged to Empire and Ning’s International, and her status in the company 

and family would be even higher by then. 

But now, nothing happened. During the publicity, she, the protagonist, was 

suppressed everywhere, and she had to bring Selena, the female supporting 

role, to let her rub off on her enthusiasm! 

“Hey, Susie, we’re actually not losing money. If you think about it this way, 

they spent double the money, but you’re the one who won it?” Janice saw 

Susie’s displeasure at a glance, and hurriedly comforted her. 

Susie would listen to this before, but now she heard it harshly, “What are you 

praising me for? They are clearly using my popularity to praise Selena!” 

At the beginning of “The World”, she was indeed the heroine who received the 

most attention. However, as the movie went on for longer, Selena became 

more and more popular. Whether it was the Internet or professional critics, 

Selena’s evaluation was very high. Some people even said that Selena should 

be the real heroine in this drama. 

Besides, Selena’s relationship with both Saul and Louis, the high-level 

executives of Shengshi, is so good now, and her star journey is getting 

smoother… How can she swallow this breath! 

Janice’s face froze slightly, she thought to herself that you are not as good as 

others, if you can’t hold back Selena’s limelight as a heroine, can anyone else 

be blamed? 

“By the way, I’ve almost finished the negotiation for Director Zhou’s literary 

film, and the contract will be released next week!” Janice changed the subject. 



Only then did Susie’s expression soften a little. 

After drinking for three rounds, the door of the box was suddenly pushed 

open… 

“Yo, it’s so lively!” 

The visitor was dressed in a flamboyant ice cream blue suit, with unruly bangs, 

and a pair of peach blossom eyes seemed to be able to discharge electricity. 

When he smiled, his whole body seemed to be glowing. As soon as he 

appeared, he attracted everyone’s attention like a powerful light source. . 

“Oh! Second Young Master is here! Hurry up! Come in and sit down!” The 

producer and director took the lead to greet him. 

“Aww! It’s Saul, the CEO of Shengshi! The real person is even more handsome 

than the magazines and newspapers!” 

“If Er Shao enters the entertainment industry, what’s the matter with other 

male stars!” 

“I really envy the artists of the prosperous age, can they often see real 

people?” 

… 

Chapter 814 

Amidst the screams of little girls, Saul smiled and said some humorous words 

to everyone, and he quickly became friends with everyone. 

The little girls were coaxed to howl by him… 

“My God! Second Young Master is so approachable! He doesn’t have any airs!” 



“The most important thing is that he’s so handsome! He’s not even compared 

to a big star like Louis!” 

… 

After all, Saul was the boss of Glory World Entertainment. After entering the 

box, he naturally sat between Louis and Selena. 

When everyone saw this, they all took it for granted, and naturally they didn’t 

have any objections, but they all felt a little envious. 

In front of Saul, Susie’s status was a bit awkward, so she exchanged a few 

casual words, and after the scene got off to a good start, she stopped talking 

and could only watch everyone cast envious glances at Selena. 

Selena looked at Saul who insisted on squeezing between her and Louis 

speechlessly, with an expression of respect and respect for the boss on her 

face, but said in a low voice, “Lu Er, there are so many positions over there. 

Can’t you sit with Louis?” 

Saul directly crossed his legs, “I don’t, I just like to sit between you!” 

Selena: Huge Demon is online again! 

“By the way, I just heard that Producer Wang invited Daniel, will he come over 

tonight?” Selena asked casually. 

Saul took a sip of his wine, his peach-blossom eyes reflected the uncertain 

lights, the waves were swaying, and he had a wicked look on his face: “Please, 

please, I’ll tell you!” 

The corners of Selena’s mouth twitched slightly, “Is it interesting to play tricks 

on me?” 



After finishing speaking, Selena took out her phone and sent a text message 

to Daniel: Darling, “The World” celebration party, will you come tonight? 

Saul’s originally smug handsome face suddenly darkened, and he complained, 

“Dmn! You foul! I don’t want you to play like this!” 

Selena rolled his eyes at him, “Did you set the rules? That’s how I play, why?” 

Soon, Daniel replied to her: Depending on the situation, there is a dinner here. 

Selena rolled her eyes, and squinted her eyes like a little fox and replied: Oh, 

ok… drink less wine… Also, don’t hook up with girls, don’t even take a second 

look… 

No, not as good-looking as you. Daniel replied. 

Selena immediately covered her face… 

When Selena was secretly texting, Louis and Saul were peeking there from the 

corner of their eyes. After seeing Daniel’s words, the two of them choked on 

the wine together in an unusually tacit understanding… 

Louis: “Cough cough cough cough cough cough cough cough cough cough 

cough cough cough cough cough cough cough!” 

Saul: “Oh, my dog’s eyes!!!” 

Seeing this, Selena immediately put away her phone vigilantly. These two 

unscrupulous ba5tards actually peeked at her texting! 

Fortunately, she was sitting in the far corner of the sofa, there was no one 

there, and Saul and Louis were on the other side, so she didn’t have to worry 

about being seen by others. 



On the way, a waiter came over and opened a few bottles of very expensive 

wine for everyone. 

Wang Taihe was a little strange, stepped forward and asked, “It seems that we 

didn’t order this wine?” 

“A gentleman surnamed Su ordered for you, and the bill has already been 

paid!” The waiter replied politely. 

“Oh…” 

As soon as the surname was Su, everyone immediately understood who it was. 

As long as there is an important dinner with Susie, Roman will spare no effort 

to support her every time. He really deserves the name of the top ten best 

boyfriends in the entertainment industry. 

Chapter 815 

“I’ll go! These three bottles of wine add up to hundreds of thousands, right?” 

“Hey, hey, I finally understand, no matter how hard a woman is, it’s better to 

have a good husband!” 

… 

Susie’s mood tonight was extremely gloomy, but now hearing everyone’s 

compliments and teasing, her complexion finally turned rosy again. 

Roman is undoubtedly the most proud thing in her life! 

After a while, Roman, who was socializing nearby, came over to say hello to 

everyone, and was left behind enthusiastically. 



Seeing that Saul was there, Roman wanted to make friends, so he stayed and 

went over to chat with Saul. 

Saul responded with a few words with ease like a tiger with a smile on his face, 

and dismissed him. 

Immediately, he held his chin, looked at the two mellow people over there, 

clicked his tongue, and said to Selena, “I wanted to ask if you would be 

stimulated, but think about it, you already have King Kong now.” Protect the 

body!” 

Sure enough, Selena didn’t even glance over there, and kept texting Daniel 

sweetly there. 

Saul shook his head and sighed, looking at the dog abusers around him, with 

a look of reluctance, he started to make a fuss, “Hey, what’s the point of just 

singing and drinking! Let’s play games!” 

Since it was proposed by Saul, everyone naturally cheered and echoed. 

“Yeah!” 

“But what are you playing?” 

“Yeah, it seems that there are no new and interesting games!” 

Saul chuckled, “The game is not new, as long as it’s fun, let’s just tell the truth 

and take risks!” 

Selena: “…” 

Why is it Truth or Dare again? Can’t this product be exchanged for something 

else? 

After playing once at the party at his villa last time, she is almost in shadow! 



However, as one of the classic games after a party with many people, Saul’s 

proposal was immediately approved by everyone. 

As for the rules of the game, it is very simple, the big ghost is the winner, the 

little ghost is the loser, the little ghost chooses the truth or the big risk at will, 

if he refuses to tell the truth or the big risk fails, he will be fined three glasses 

of wine. 

Soon, the game begins. 

At the beginning, everyone was a bit reserved, but then it became all kinds of 

unscrupulous questions such as “how old are you when you k!ss a girl”, “how 

many small movies on the computer”, “how long is the longest one” and 

similar questions emerge endlessly… 

“Selena, to tell the truth or take a big risk?” A crew member who got the big 

ghost asked with a malicious expression. 

The previous few times Selena was lucky, and she didn’t get any kid. After 

playing for a while, she finally got the trick too. 

Selena: “Let’s take a big risk!” In such an occasion, telling the truth is more 

dangerous than taking a big risk. 

“Then, please go and ask for a k!ss from the man who has drawn the ace of 

hearts. If you are rejected, it will be regarded as a failed adventure!” 

Hearing the words at the scene, there was a burst of booing, “Hey, this is too 

simple! Will there be any man who refuses our beauty Ning’s request for a 

k!ss?” 

“That’s it!” 

“Where’s the ace of hearts? Which lucky man! Come out!” 



… 

As a result, a moment later, a soft cough came from the sofa, “It’s me.” 

The person who spoke was Roman. 

ah oh… 

How could it be Roman… 

Everyone in the private room was dumbfounded and a little excited at the 

same time. Although Roman’s girlfriend Susie was there, facing a beauty like 

Selena was just a game. Roman would… Agree? 

Louis frowned slightly, while Saul looked vigilant and flustered, saying, “Oh! 

play off… 

Truth or Dare was proposed by him, if his brother finds out, then he is 

doomed! 

“Hey Roman, do you agree or not?” At this moment, many of us had drunk too 

much, and some people who were interested in it shouted. 

Chapter 816 

“Hahaha… You guys are serious, Roman’s real girlfriend is still here! How could 

you agree!” 

“That’s not necessarily true! Anyway, it’s just a game. Susie is so generous, he 

definitely won’t care, Susie?” 

… 



Under the urging of everyone, Susie looked at Selena in the corner, and at 

Roman beside him who was looking troubled, with a calm expression, “It’s just 

a game, of course I don’t care, You, Roman, make your own decision!” 

“Oh oh oh… let me just say it! Roman, you are so happy! You have such a 

considerate girlfriend!” 

Roman looked at Selena in the corner, and after a while, he showed a troubled 

expression, “Sorry.” 

Selena shrugged slightly, and drank all three glasses of wine on the table 

neatly. 

Saul at the side didn’t even have time to stop him. 

Nima, it’s over… 

There was booing and sighing at the scene, “Nimma! I was shown a face of 

affection again!” 

“I knew Roman wouldn’t agree! She’s already full of things in her heart, and 

other women are just floating clouds!” 

There were also some young actors who were jealous of Selena and whispered 

gloatingly, “Don’t you just look more beautiful, I really thought that all men 

would bow down under her pomegranate skirt! Now you’ve hit a snag! It’s so 

funny! “ 

“A vase like Selena would only be liked by those wretched men who only look 

at the beauty but not the connotation? How could a nobleman like Roman like 

her type! Even if Susie wasn’t around, I don’t think he would.” Promise! If you 

get involved with such a small star who relies on his face, wouldn’t it be self-

degrading!” 

… 



On the side, Susie looked at Roman with a moved face, and said softly, “I 

thought you…Roman, actually you don’t need to do this… I know it’s just a 

game, I don’t mind!” 

From the corner of his eye, Roman glanced at Selena who was holding her 

forehead in the corner. Although she looked a little guilty, she still said firmly, 

“Although I have always regarded Selena as my younger sister and wanted to 

take care of her, but this kind of thing, Certainly not. Even if you understand, I 

don’t want you to be misunderstood.” 

“Roman…” 

Next, Susie was also drawn once. 

Susie chose the big adventure, and was asked to k!ss any man on the field by 

the troublemakers. 

In the end, no need to ask, Susie naturally chose Roman. 

So, the handsome man and the beautiful woman who were k!ssing 

passionately at the scene were teased and joked by everyone… 

Originally, Selena was only asked to play games. Such a fuss seemed to mean 

that she wanted to woo Roman, but was slapped in the face by the boss. The 

atmosphere was a bit subtle for a while… 

But at this time, Selena sadly drew the brat again. 

The one who got the big ghost was a drunken little girl who asked with slurred 

words, “Selena, the truth or the big risk?” 

Just now, after drinking three glasses of wine, she drank too fast and too 

hastily. Selena had already started to tell the truth. She was about to speak the 

truth, but in the end, the three words of truth came to her lips, and she 

actually said it: “Big Adventure”… … 



At this time, I wanted to change my words, but it was too late. 

The little female partner immediately smiled and said, “Oh, I drank too much, I 

really can’t think of what to do with you, it’s better to be the same as before! 

But, to avoid embarrassment, I won’t choose the person in our box , the first 

person outside will come in later, just ask him for a k!ss…” 
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“Oh, by the way, just to add, the same sex is not allowed, it must be the 

opposite sex!” The little girl added. 

When everyone heard this, they became even more excited, “Then what if it’s 

an ugly and wretched man?” 

“Hahaha, you can’t be so unlucky, can you?” 

… 

Selena no longer knew how to complain. 

It would be embarrassing to choose the person in the box, but wouldn’t it be 

embarrassing to choose the stranger who will come in later? 

However, there is no way, the rules of the game are like this, so it can only 

continue. 

At this moment, although everyone in the box is still playing, everyone’s 

thoughts are clearly focused on who will come in later. 

The hotel is the busiest at this time, there are often people who go to the 

wrong place in each box, or drunk people who enter the wrong place, and 

several of them have already entered the room just now. 

However, this time, for some reason, no one came in, not even the waiter. 



“If no one comes in for more than ten minutes, it’s over, right?” Finally, 

someone suggested. 

“How about it, if no one comes in for more than ten minutes, then choose one 

in our box!” 

“Hey, that’s a good idea!” The little female partner who got the big ghost just 

now nodded in agreement, “Of course, if you choose in the box, you must also 

choose the opposite sex!” 

… 

Seeing that the ten minutes were about to pass, it seemed that it was time to 

pick someone in the private room, so Selena began to look around the private 

room… 

It would be easy if you could pick anyone at will, but the requirement must be 

of the opposite sex… 

Let her choose by herself, it’s better to wait for the first person who comes in 

later! 

After all, if you choose it yourself, it’s too much… 

Director, producer? Those with sensitive identities must not do it! 

Saul, Louis…not to mention! 

Roman, needless to say… 

As for the other male protagonists, male actors and crew members… 

Selena looked around one by one, but in the end, she couldn’t choose anyone! 

my head hurts… 



Aware of Selena’s selective gaze in the box, most of the men present were 

already ready to move. 

“Hahaha I don’t know who will have the honor to be chosen by the beauty 

Ning tonight?” 

“I bet on Louis! I have long felt that something is wrong with these two!” 

“Why not Saul? This is a good opportunity to show courtesy to the boss!” 

“Is it possible that it’s Roman? Roman refuted the beauty’s face on the spot 

just now, maybe she won’t be willing to ask again?” 

“And our hero, Zhao Sizhou!” 

… 

There were more and more murmurs in the box, almost everyone was guessed 

by everyone, and Selena’s brain was about to explode. 

The little female lead glanced at the phone, “Selena, ten minutes is almost up, 

and no one is coming, otherwise, you can choose one in the box!” 

In the corner, Louis curled his lips and muttered softly, “Otherwise I’ll be 

wronged…” 

In fact, he just said it casually, he knew that Selena didn’t want to have an 

affair with him, so he definitely wouldn’t choose him, but wouldn’t it be a 

waste of money to choose someone else! Why not choose him! 

Saul glared at Louis, then looked at the time on his watch, “What’s the hurry, 

isn’t there still one minute left!” 

At this moment, Saul seemed calm, but his heart was about to collapse, what 

the fcuk! God bless! 



If Selena were to k!ss someone else, he would definitely die here today! There 

is no place to die! 
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“Isn’t it time yet? I have a timer…” The little girl looked at her phone, “Oh, it’s 

really almost here now, there are still ten seconds… nine seconds… eight 

seconds…” 

Selena hugged her painfully swollen head, “What…I…” 

I surrender! 

What the hell, can’t she just admit defeat and drink? 

However, before Selena had time to say the word admit defeat, the heavy 

metal door of the private room was suddenly pushed open slowly from the 

outside… 

In an instant, everyone’s eyes fell on the golden door, and their eyes were full 

of gossip. 

Depend on! Finally someone came in! 

A guest who went the wrong way? Or a drunk drunk? waiter? Or was it the 

other cast members who were long overdue? 

First, he saw a slender finger with well-defined joints pushing the door. His 

eyes followed the finger upwards, and there were low-key and luxurious 

obsidian cufflinks, and a gray tie with dark patterns… Finally, he finally saw the 

man’s face clearly… 

Sharp facial features, brows like distant mountains, straight nose bridge, tight 

lips, a face that God favored so much. 



In the swaying dim light of the box and the dirty and mixed air, the man was 

like a wind coming from a land of ice and snow. His eyes were clear and his 

temperament was cold. He stood there quietly, his eyes moved slightly, and 

swept across the crowd. The meaningful eyes can make people feel a sense of 

awe that they dare not look directly at from the bottom of their hearts. 

That is the coercion that only people in high positions can have. 

Seeing the people coming in, Selena blinked and then blinked again, thinking 

that she was hallucinating… 

Mr. Boss? ? ? 

In an instant, everyone in the box was stunned. This man is… who? 

Guo Qisheng and Wang Taihe knew each other, but because they didn’t 

expect him to come, they were too surprised and stunned. 

“Brother…” Saul, who was praying silently, almost cried with joy when he saw 

the person at the door. 

fcuk! It’s so timely! 

Fortunately, okay, my life was saved! 

Louis was taken aback for a moment, and a trace of sadness flashed across his 

eyes, but his face relaxed a bit. 

This way… Selena won’t be in trouble… 

Those who were immersed in the man’s aura and didn’t know the truth heard 

Saul’s “Brother”, and they all woke up suddenly. 

What? 



elder brother? 

What did Saul call that man just now? 

This person is Saul’s brother? Isn’t that… Daniel, the president of the Lu 

Corporation? 

The director and the others seemed to be planning to invite him over tonight, 

but didn’t they invite him? 

“Brother, you’re here! Come in quickly!” Saul hurried over and welcomed him 

in. 

The director and producer also came to their senses, and hurriedly greeted 

them in fear, “Mr. Lu, you are so busy, I never expected you to come tonight!” 

“It’s such an honor! Come in, come in!” 

fcuk! It’s really Daniel! 

But it’s no wonder, besides Daniel, who else could have such an aura… 

The first person to come in was Daniel… 

For a moment, everyone looked at each other in blank dismay, their 

expressions inevitably a little strange. 

This Selena…was too unlucky! 

The first one was Roman, and the second one was even worse, it was Daniel! 

The result is already known without asking, it must have been rejected on the 

spot! Maybe because of this incident, it will be considered as a deliberate 

approach, and it may not necessarily cause bad feelings… 
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You know, Daniel has never been close to women, and the ones he hates the 

most are those women who come up to him to be courteous. 

For such a woman, no matter whether you are a beauty or not, you will not 

save any face. 

However, with such a good opportunity to approach Daniel, even if she knew 

she would be rejected, which woman would give up? 

A gleam of light flashed in Susie’s eyes, and she couldn’t help but look forward 

to it… 

Tonight, Selena will lose face! 

“Selena, hurry up!” Someone in the corner whispered excitedly. 

Then, Selena was coaxed by several female artists and pushed in front of 

Daniel. 

Hearing this, and sensing that everyone’s expressions were wrong, Daniel’s 

eyes flicked across Selena’s face, “What’s wrong?” 

Selena had obviously drank, her cheeks were flushed, her eyes looked a little 

not sober, and Daniel’s eyebrows frowned a little imperceptibly. 

The director Guo Qisheng coughed lightly, “It’s nothing, it’s just that everyone 

was playing a game just now…” 

Daniel: “Game?” 

Saul rubbed his nose, pointed to Selena and explained, “We’re playing Truth 

or Dare, this girl was drawn, and asked to k!ss the first man who comes in 



later, if she fails, she will be punished, Brother, you are the first person to come 

in…” 

Daniel’s complexion suddenly changed. No wonder Saul hurriedly urged him 

to come over within ten minutes… 

What if he can’t make it? 

Isn’t Selena… 

Sensing the coldness on his brother, Saul immediately shrank his neck in 

fright. 

Selena raised her head and stared blankly at the handsome face of the Great 

Demon King. Hey, hey, hey…so fcuking want to hug and k!ss him! 

no no no… 

Selena used what little reason she had left to control the urge to pounce on 

the spot. She remembered the rules of the game, and also remembered that 

they were strangers at the moment. 

The outside world doesn’t know about their relationship. According to the 

normal development of the plot, she must have been rejected. 

So, Selena coughed lightly, pretending to be a little entertainer that Daniel 

didn’t know, and gave Daniel a suggestive look, signaling him to cooperate 

with her pretending not to know each other, then walked over in fear, and first 

fought Daniel respectfully. He said hello, and then said tremblingly, “That…Mr. 

Lu, it’s just a game, you don’t mind, I’ll just drink!” 

Seeing this, Susie frowned and snorted coldly. She was somewhat 

disappointed, but she was smart enough to know that she would definitely be 

rejected, so she actually flinched. 



However, even if this was the case, it was just trying to save some face, Daniel 

still rejected her after all, didn’t he! 

Hearing Selena’s words, Roman’s previously unconsciously clenched fists 

gradually relaxed. 

After Selena finished speaking, she bent down and picked up a full glass of 

wine from the coffee table. 

Just about to pour, the hand suddenly lost control… 

At some point, Daniel held down her hand, took away the glass of wine in her 

hand, and put it back on the tea table. Then, he placed his broad palm on her 

waist, caught off guard by her still somewhat confused gaze. He leaned over 

and k!ssed her lips… 

In an instant, there was a sound of gasping in the whole box, and someone’s 

wine glass fell to the ground, making a harsh sound… 

Even Selena herself was stunned. 

fcuk! What did the Great Demon King do? Didn’t she hint at it all? Didn’t he 

understand? 

Chapter 820 

At this moment, everyone in the box finally came to their senses one after 

another. 

Come on! Just… what just happened? 

Daniel k!ssed Selena! 

Selena succeeded in asking for a k!ss? 



Uh, no, Selena didn’t even open her mouth, probably because she knew it was 

impossible, so she just gave in, but Daniel still k!ssed her! 

The moment she saw that scene, Susie was holding the wine glass and was 

about to shatter it, but at this moment, she heard a bang, the wine glass in 

Roman’s hand beside her accidentally shattered. on the ground. 

“Sorry…I…go to the bathroom…” Roman got up hastily and walked towards 

the door. 

Sensing Roman’s reaction, Susie’s expression became even uglier. Roman… 

what does this mean? 

Seeing other men k!ssing Selena, why was he so excited? 

She thought she had already held Roman firmly in her palm, and thought that 

Roman really only felt guilty towards Selena, but at this moment, she suddenly 

felt a sense of crisis… 

At this moment, it was Daniel who bothered her the most. Daniel actually 

k!ssed Selena, how could this be possible! 

Ignoring everyone’s ghost-like expressions, Daniel sat down on the sofa 

expressionlessly after k!ssing him, as if he hadn’t done anything just now. 

Seeing that Selena was still staring at him with a terrified expression, Daniel 

raised his eyes coldly, “Is there anything else?” 

Selena covered her mouth and shook her head like a rattle. Then she stood at 

attention, turned around, and sat down on the sofa properly. 

Louis’s hands were clenched into fists, and he avoided his gaze with darkly 

heaving eyes. 



Saul, who was seriously injured, clutched his chest, and squeezed his a55 to 

Daniel’s side, “Brother, go over there!” 

Originally, there was still some distance between Daniel and Selena, but after 

Saul squeezed over, Daniel naturally moved to the side and sat next to Selena. 

“Uh…hehe…Mr. Lu is really sympathetic!” 

“Beauty Ning finally succeeded this time!” 

Everyone spoke one after another, enlivening the atmosphere. 

At the same time, some people secretly lowered their voices and discussed… 

“What does this Daniel mean?” 

“What could it mean? Occasionally, I feel pity for the fragrance and cherish the 

jade, man! Isn’t this a normal thing?” 

“Of course other men are normal, but what happened to Daniel is still too 

surprising.” 

“What’s wrong with Daniel? Daniel is also a man! How many men can handle a 

stunner like Selena? Guess, if Susie hadn’t been there, would Roman have 

given up the chance to ask for a k!ss from such a beautiful woman just now? “ 

“Tsk, this… Indeed, it’s really hard to say…” 

… 

In the box, everyone had different thoughts, but Selena sat there in a well-

behaved manner from the beginning to the end. 

She pretended to be a little white rabbit, and suddenly felt a warm palm on 

her thigh! 



Selena’s back stiffened, she immediately turned her head to give Daniel a 

sneaky look, and reached out to hold his hand. 

What are you doing? 

Daniel leaned on his forehead with one hand, and sat there with a noble and 

glamorous appearance like a nine-day exile. In private, he held her little hand 

backwards, squeezed it in the palm, and kneaded it lightly or heavily. Did not 

let go. 

Selena smoked it several times, but she couldn’t pull it out, so she could only 

obediently let him pinch it, carefully covering it with the hem of her skirt, 

because her heart was beating fast because of her guilty conscience. 

Nima… at this moment, there is really such an illusion of cheating… 

 


